
Alabama knows a thing or two
                    about defense.

D E F E N S E

The 6th vessel to bear the name, the battleship USS Alabama served with distinction 
in the Pacifi c theater during World War II from November 1943 to October 1945.



Alabama has a long, proud history of standing up and fi ghting for what’s 
right. So, at Medical Protective, we know that nothing but experience will do 
for the healthcare providers of Alabama. When it comes to your assets and 
your reputation–Medical Protective off ers diligently strong protection. After 
all, Alabama physicians deserve nothing less.

Armbrecht Jackson LLP – Mobile, AL

Our medical malpractice defense team has tried hundreds of cases to verdict over the 
past several decades. We have a strong track record of providing aggressive, successful 
defense against allegations of medical malpractice against hospitals, long term care 
facilities, doctors, nurses, pharmacists, dentists, chiropractors, and insurers as well 
as other individuals and companies. We practice in all jurisdictions and venues in the 
State of Alabama and in Mississippi.

Our medical malpractice defense team has defended numerous high profi le matters 
involving complex allegations and multi-million dollar claims for wrongful death, 
serious personal injury, birth injury and nursing home neglect. We build solid cases 
and deliver an enviable percentage of favorable outcomes for the healthcare providers 
and insurers we serve.

In addition, our attorneys have often become valued, long-term educational resources for our healthcare industry clients throughout 
the region. We often hear from clients seeking advice long before allegations are even made. Our team has extensive experience 
defending healthcare providers in disciplinary actions, various state licensing boards, and regulatory agencies.

We recognize that all professionals shoulder tremendous responsibility and are vulnerable to allegations by clients who are displeased 
with the service or outcomes they receive, and we make it our point to use 
our experience, diligence and dedication in defending those professionals 
who have allegations leveled against them. Our success rate is enviable.

Ball, Ball, Matthews & Novak – Montgomery, AL

The Firm’s healthcare practice group has represented physicians, nurses, hospitals, and 
dentists all across central and south Alabama in all State and Federal Courts for over 30 
years. The Firm has offi  ces in Montgomery and Mobile, Alabama. The attorneys primarily 
engaged in this area of practice include Tabor Novak, Ham Wilson and Chris Waller. 
They have been recognized for their legal abilities and tried 
numerous medical liability cases involving death, serious 
injury, obstetric issues, birth injuries, joint replacements, 
and surgical procedures with successful results.

We understand the stress and pressures of the healthcare 
fi eld and dealing with litigation. The attorneys at Ball Ball work with their clients closely to explain and 
support the client throughout the litigation process. We have a capable staff  to assist the attorneys and 
clients in obtaining positive results. We provide a vigorous defense and work closely with the client to 
develop the best defense possible. Our goal is to obtain positive results in every case.

Meet your Alabama defense team.



Helmsing Leach Herlong Newman & Rouse – Mobile, AL

Our medical malpractice trial team has a proven track record of success in defending 
healthcare providers over the past 30 years. Our trial practice focuses on representing 
physicians, dentists, hospitals, nurses, pharmacists and long term care facilities in 
all jurisdictions and venues in the state of Alabama. Our fi rm has tried more than 150 
medical negligence cases to verdict and have handled and secured over 300 dismissals 
of cases fi led against our healthcare clients. 

Additionally, our fi rm has represented 
clients before state licensing boards and 
regulatory agencies. Our fi rm’s vast trial 

experience makes us a valuable educational resource for our clients as we routinely 
present lectures to healthcare professionals on issues aff ecting their practice.

There is no debate: Medical Protective offers 
Alabama physicians an experienced and competent 
defense team.

You deserve to be treated better than fair.
You deserve competitive rates, winning defense, the right to refuse settlement with no strings 
attached,‡ and a choice between occurrence and claims-made coverage.

Alabama physicians an experienced and competent 

You deserve competitive rates, winning defense, the right to refuse settlement with no strings 

Parsons, Lee & Juliano – Birmingham, AL

Since its inception Parsons, Lee & Juliano has specialized in civil litigation. For over 
30 years the fi rm has maintained a strong sub-specialty in medical malpractice 
and throughout that time has defended physicians, hospitals, pharmacists and 
other healthcare providers throughout the State of Alabama. The Firm’s medical 
malpractice section is led by founding members, Jay Juliano and Mark Lee both of 
whom have been members of the American Board of Trial Advocates since 1985. At 
the time of their induction, ABOTA required that an attorney have tried at least 50 
jury trials as lead counsel. 

The Firm has successfully defended hundreds of medical malpractice cases 
through defense verdicts in jury trials, summary judgments or other dismissals on 
the merits of the case. Through the representation of medical providers for over 30 
years, the Firm has developed invaluable resources and relationships with medical professionals who independently review cases in 
order to determine the merits, or lack thereof, of claims presented against healthcare providers, who are also available as potential 
expert witnesses. The Firm has access to the latest in medical research concerning the issues in controversy as well as state-of-the-

art technology for presenting demonstrative evidence in the court room. 

The Firm has also developed an invaluable support staff  with many years of experience 
working with medical records and data, enabling it to present the issues that are the 
subject of a controversy in a clear and understandable fashion to a jury or board of review. 
Parsons, Lee & Juliano combines many years of trial experience combined with cutting edge 
technology and practices which allow the Firm to provide each client a comprehensive and 
cost-eff ective representation.



*Medical Protective internal data 2001-2010. ‡Product availability varies based upon business and regulatory approval and may be offered on 
an admitted or non-admitted basis. All products are underwritten by either The Medical Protective Company® or National Fire and Marine 
Insurance Company,® members of the Berkshire Hathaway group of businesses. ©2014 The Medical Protective Company.® All Rights Reserved.
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National Perspective, Local Expertise
We hire only profi cient local attorneys to defend our customers. Their 
expertise, combined with our 110-year history of defending claims 
nationwide, our network of 7,500 expert witnesses, and our seasoned 
claims managers (who average more than 20 years experience), provide 
you with the best defense in the country.

Proven Results
During the past 30 years, Medical Protective has defended more 
than 170,000 healthcare providers across the country. In Alabama, we 
closed 83% of our claims without trial or payment during the past 
ten years. Of our claims that did go to trial nationally, we won 91% 
of the time.*

Medical Protective offers the most
proactive and winning defense in Alabama.

MedPro Other Carrier

Do they close nearly 83% of their claims in Alabama without any payment or trial?*

When they do go to trial, do they win 91% of the time nationally?*

Have they defended hundreds of thousands of healthcare providers?

Do they have the financial resources to provide you with the best defense possible?

Do they respond to both demand and incident triggers for their claims-made policies?

Will they obtain your consent before settling any claim?‡

Do they have access to a national network of more than 7,500 expert witnesses?

Do their claims professionals average more than 20 years of experience?

Do they have more than a century of case history and perspective?

Will they bring in proven local trial lawyers to defend your case?

MD-DEF-BR-1212-AL

In addition to providing you with winning defense, 
Medical Protective arms you with:

■ Unparalleled national trial win history
■ 110-year track record of fi nancial strength and stability
■ Commitment to Alabama physicians
■ True consent-to-settle provision with no strings attached‡

■ Access to more than 7,500 expert witnesses
■ Seasoned claims managers who average more than 20 years’ 

experience
■ A choice between occurrence and claims-made coverage

There is no stronger protection available in Alabama.

For more information please contact:
Medical Protective
  5814 Reed Road
  Fort Wayne, IN 46835
800-4MEDPRO
www.medpro.com
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